is flayed and crucified by order of Bahram I of the Sassanid Dynasty in Persia. He met his death some time between 274 and 277. (1)

1. Zoroastrianism 109, A Short History of the World 157

284 AD (4178 AM): 1822 Before Armageddon/ 4320 Orbital Chronology/ 868 Fall of Judah/ 208 Saka Calendar

Diocletians first year of rule as Roman Emperor. Diocletian's parents had been slaves in the house of Anulinus, a Roman Senator. Diocletian was a soldier who emerged through the ranks of the military by his achievements. (1) He institutes many economic reforms, as well as legislative, radically altering the structure of the Roman government, many historians claiming that he brought life back into the Roman Empire. He strengthened the two halves of the Roman Empire. He ordered the destruction all Christian libraries. (2) This was 2730 years after the Exodus and receiving of the Law in 1447 BC, being 390x7. The prophet Ezekiel learned that 390 years was a period of judgement, and in the Levitical law we read that God "...will chastise and discipline you seven times more for your sins." This "seven times" 390 years is 2730 years to 284 AD when Diocletian's great persecution began. This was 4320 years of the Orbital Chronology, being 1080x4, and 868 years (434+434) after the Fall of Judah in 585 BC. Further, this was 2160 years (half of 2520) after the institution of the Abrahamic Covenant in 1877 BC, and the 792nd year of Roman Republic, founded 509 BC.

In this year were rediscovered the golden inscriptions concerning the Great Pyramid read to King phillipus in 498 BC.


285 AD (4179 AM): 1821 Before Armageddon/ 2523 After Flood

Diocletian assembled the Roman armies at La Valais and held a pagan festival of sacrifice in honor of the Roman gods. But the commander of the Theban Legion, Mauritius, refused to bow before the pagan gods and Maximian threatened to decimate his entire legion, killing every 10th man. Mauritius protested, a Manichaean Christian, he stepped forward and offered his own life to be taken first. He was killed and his captians were moved by the display of passive resistance so they too stepped forward and were killed, refusing to bow to Roman gods. Then the entire legion was decimated but still the remaining soldiers of the Theban legion refused to yeild, preferring to die with their Christian faith intact. Maximian then made the terrible decision to behead the entire Theban Legion and this was carried out. 6,666 soldiers were killed rather than bowing to Rome's pagan deities. (1) This even was precisely 252 years after the 33 AD Crucifixion Event and the news of the unyeilding faith of these legionaires lit a fire throughout Rome that no Emperor could put out. In fact, this single event in the history of the later Roman Empire was the cause that made Rome decades later adopt Christianity as its official religion.

1. The Spear of Destiny 13-14

293 AD (4187 AM): 1813 Before Armageddon/ 2531 After Flood

Diocletian's persecution of Christians now carries over into the British Isles, 10,000 Christians and several bishops being slaughtered. (1) He reconstitutes the Roman Empire into a Tetrarchy, essentially creating a four-Caeser government.

1. Tracing Our Ancestors 108

296 AD (4190 AM): 1810 Before Armageddon/ 2534 After Flood/ 1008 Orbital-Alteration/ 880 Fall of Judah/ 340 Roman Julian

Diocletian had esoteric and Christian books burned at Alexandria, Egypt and the Greek city of Byzantium. (1)
1. Egypt: Child of Atlantis 51

303 AD (4197 AM): 1803 Before Armageddon/ 2541 After Flood

Diocletian initiates the Great Persecution against Christianity, which would last 10 years until 313 AD. Some believe these 10 years refers to the "ten days" predicted in the Book of Revelation that the believers of Christ would endure. This year is 270 years (3240 months is 1080x3) after the 33 AD Crucifixion Event. An edict of Diocletian called for the destruction of all Christian books. (1) Eusebius wrote that many leading and new Christians were tortured and executed. (2) Nicomedia in Bithynia, an early stronghold of Christianity and founded by descendants of migrating Israelites who once occupied Ugarit until 855 BC had 600 Christians shut up in their church at order of Diocletian. The church was set on fire and they all died. (3) Also in this year Hierocles wrote in his Philalethes that the Jesus story was totally manufactured around the life and deeds of a remarkable Samaritan named Apollonius who had been born in 2 BC. (4)

1. The Gospel Truth 170; also A Quest for Answers p. 29; 2. History in Quotations 90; 3. History of the First Council of Nice 53; 4. The Christ Conspiracy 369

306 AD (4200 AM): 1800 Before Armageddon/ 3744 Descent of Watchers/ 2544 After Flood/ 1050 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 350 Roman Julian

Constantine comes to power, a man from the city of York in Britian, already an ancient city and international port. (1) Also in this year a large group of the people of Pontus, a people descended from Israelites of the tribe of Benjamin, departed Cappadocia and sailed to the Atlantic, around the coasts of Europe, reaching Norway where they settled in a heavily forested land where they would emerge centuries later as the historic Vikings, their cultural standard being that of the Wolf. In the Old Testament we find the House of Benjamin represented by the Wolf standard, and in the prophecy of Jacob (Israel) in Genesis 49:29 we read, "Benjamin shall raven as a wolf: in the morning he shall devour the prey, and at night he shall divide the spoil." (2) As the Vikings the people of Pontus would eventually found a vast Scandinavian empire from Russia to the British Isles through their Norman descendants as far south as Byzantium and eventually help populate the Americas.

This year was 21 jubilees (50x21 is 1050) after the Ten Tribes of Israel were carried away captive into Assyria, and 1944 years (108x18 or 72x27) after Manesseh and Ephraim adopted into family of Israel in 1639 BC. This was 552 years after the founding of the last great partial-Israelite dynasty in 247 BC, that of the Parthians in Mesopotamia.

1. The Bible Fraud 205-206, History in Quotations 161; 2. Tracing Our Ancestors 144-145

312 AD (4206 AM): 1794 Before Armageddon/ 3414 Vedic Calendar/ 2550 After Flood/ 1242 Divided Kingdom/ 1056 Post-Exilic Chronology/

Emperor Galerius continued the persecution of Christians. Constantine deported Britain and crossed the Atlantic channel with an army of Britons, consulting the Sybilline books before defeating his rival Maxentius at Milvan Bridge. (1) Constantine reports that he saw a cross in the sky with words that commanded him to use the cross as a symbol when conquering, and we are told that this led to his conversion to Christianity. Most historians believe that this is a fiction perpetuated by him to gain popularity with the rising Christian population throughout the Empire. In this year Eusebius wrote Chronicon, a chronology based of data provided by Alexander Polyhistor in the 1st century BC, as well as extracts from the lost works of the Babylonian historian Berossus. (2) This year was 1242 years (414x3) since Israel and Judah split in 931 BC and 1056 years since the Ten Tribes were deported in 745 BC, 1056 mirroring the year 1856 1056 Annus Mundi (2839 BC) when Noah was born, a type of savior, in the first year of the Oppression.

1. The Bible Fraud 206-209; 2. Elder Gods in Antiquity 309
313 AD (4207 AM): 1793 Before Armageddon/ 2551 After Flood

Constantine published the Edict of Milan throughout the empire ending the persecution of Christians. This was an edict of toleration for Christianity, not, as claimed by many theologians, an official adoption of Christianity for the Roman state. (1)

1. A Quest for Answers 36

314 AD (4208 AM): 1792 Before Armageddon/ 5552 Anunnaki Chronology/ 2552 After Flood/ 1760 After Exodus/ 1244 Divided Kingdom

The Christian Council of Arles is held on the Continent. That Britain boasted a large Christian population at this early date is found in that three British bishops were in attendance. (1)

1. Tracing Our Ancestors 143

317 AD (4211 AM): 1789 Before Armageddon/ 2555 After Flood

Beginning of the late Mayan dynasty at Tikal, an ancient pyramid-city with a history dating far into the archaic past. Mayan stelae interpreted by archeologists reveal that in this year began an unbroken line of kings at Tikal to the year 869 AD, a dynasty lasting 552 years. (1)

1. The Lost Realms: Sky Watchers in the Jungles: Sitchin 152

324 AD (4218 AM): 1782 Before Armageddon/ 2562 After Flood/ 2222 After Babel/ 1

321 AD (4215 AM): 1785 Before Armageddon/ 2559 After Flood

Constantine issued a decree officially honoring the first day of the week as Sun-Day. It was the bishops of Rome that urged this unification of paganism. (1) This was 288 years (144+144) after the 33 AD Crucifixion Event.

1. Planet in Rebellion 25

324 AD (4218 AM): 1782 Before Armageddon/ 2562 After Flood/ 2222 After Babel

Constantine became the sole Emperor of the Roman Empire, there being over five million known Christians at this time under his rule. He had been born in Britain to a Christian woman named Helena. (2) Sozomen wrote, "It is well known the great Constantine received his Christian education in Britain," and Melanchthon wrote that "Helena was unquestionably a British princess." (3) Eusebius, a close confidant of Constantine, wrote that some of Christ's own apostles had early on visited Britain. (4) We do not know if these early record are reliable or the manipulation of facts to best favor Constantine ex post facto. This year is 1728 years (864+864) to 2052 AD when another Empire unifying its political and religious spheres will begin under the Antichrist.


325 AD (4219 AM): 1781 86 Before Armageddon/ 2563 After Flood/ 1100 Olympiad Year

Constantine holds the Council of Nicea, including 318 bishops held in Bithynia. One of the major results of this council was the condemnation of a branch of Christianity known then as Arianism, and one of the decrees of the council called for the burning of all writings by Arius and the penalty of death to all those caught with copies of his books. (1) Eusebius himself was banished because of his leaning toward Arianism, though he was later called back. (2) There has been a persistent rumor among theologians that this council edited the books of the Christians creating the canon of the New Testament we know of today, but this is not true. Twenty rulings were issued from this council and all their contents exist today, not
one concerns the canon. (3) The origin of this fiction is traced to Voltaire who used as his own source a suspicious document dated about 887 AD, Vetus Synodicon, written 560 years after the council was held. (4)

1. History of the First Council of Nice 76; 2. ibid p. 70; 3. A Quest for Answers 52; 4. A Quest for Answers 57-58

326 AD (4220 AM): 1780 Before Armageddon/ 2564 After Flood/ 250 Saka Calendar

The official Roman Church rejected Passover and established Easter as the official Christian holiday, a day venerating Astoreth, or Ishtar, an archaic Mesopotamian fertility goddess. By adopting the spiritual heritage of Babylon, Rome became the New Babylon. This inheritance of the spirit of Babylon occurred exactly 864 years after the Fall of Babylon to Persia in 537 BC. The Easter Bunny, a rabbit, is an old fertility symbol.

330 AD (4224 AM): 1776 Before Armageddon/ 4000 Jewish Calendar/ 3168 Anunnaki Dynasty/
2568 After Flood/ 1776 After Exodus/ 1736 Year of Israel/ 1260 Divided Kingdom/ 1074 Post-Exilic Chronology

The ancient city of Greek Byzantium was founded in 661 BC and in this year, 990 years later, or 330x3 in 330 AD the Emperor Constantine relocates the seat of the Roman Empire from Rome to Byzantium, changing its name to Constantinople. The city of Rome in Italy continues, with success, to assume the powers of authority over the rapidly growing Christian world as the political power of empire are transferred to Byzantium. Constantine takes with him a huge library of Christian texts to Byzantium. (1) In this year the Greek historian of Roman histories, Ammianus Marcellinus, is born. The descendants of Israel have literally filled the continents of Europe, much of Asia and northern Africa and the calendrics for this year are very important.

This year was the exact midpoint between the Exodus of Israel from Egypt in 1447 BC that happened 1776 years earlier, and the Great War of Armageddon in 2106 AD, or 6000 Annuus Mundi, precisely 1776 years after 330 AD. This was 4000 years since the "years were counted" according to Jewish chroniclers and it is 3168 years since the Anunnaki Dynasty was founded before the Flood in 2839 BC, or 792x4. This was also 1736 years (434x4) after Israel was born as a nation in 1407 BC, or four Judged Time epochs. This year was also 1260 years after the Divided Kingdom chronology began and 1584 years (792+792) after the Israelite Danaan Dynasty of Mycene was founded in 1255 BC.

1. The Archko Volume 35

337 BC (4231 AM): 1769 Before Armageddon/ 2575 After Flood

Constantine the Great died and the Roman Empire is divided between his three sons, Constantine, Constantius and Constans. Theirs will be a struggle one against the others for supremacy.

351 AD (4245 AM): 1755 Before Armageddon/ 2589 After Flood/ 1095 Post-Exilic Chronology

A brilliant comet like a cross appeared in the sky witnessed by Cyril and the people of Jerusalem. It shined like the sun for several hours before disappearing. (1)

1. Jesus: God, Man or Myth? p. 68

354 AD (4248 AM): 1752 Before Armageddon/ 3792 Descent of Watchers/ 3456 Vedic Calendar/ 3168 Anno Pyramid/ 2592 After Flood/ 1800 After Exodus/ 1760 Year of Israel/ 666 Seleucid Calendar

Pope Liberius formerly declared that the birthday of Jesus was December 25th, which he knew was the birthday of Mithras. (1) This was also the birthday of many savior gods who were crucified, deities all venerated before Christianity. Augustine of Hippo born in this year, famous Christian historian, author of City of God. This year was the origin of Christmas,
a Christian holiday that would become the most celebrated holiday on earth throughout the western world. As the descendants of Israel have filled the western world we are not surprised to find these calendrics. Mithras was an eastern and earlier version of Jesus, and the eastern Vedic Calendar of the Kali Yuga began 3456 years prior, or 864x4. This was 3168 Anno Pyramid, or 792x4, the pyramid being the Seal of Israel. This was 2592 years after the Deluge, or 864x3, and it was 1800 years (600x3) after the Exodus in 1447 BC, and 600 years after the Parthian Dynasty was founded in Mesopotamia in 247 BC where Mithraism flourished. Lastly, this was 666 years after start of the Syrian Seleucid Dynasty calendar in 313 BC, Syria being the cradleland of Christinity.

1. The 48 Laws of Power 194

357 AD (4251 AM): 1749 Before Armageddon/ 2595 After Flood

The fixed Jewish Calendar instituted in this year, a system that approximated the new moons by which the calendar of the Hebrews was to be measured. It had become difficult for the Jews, a widespread race separated in their communities from keeping the same calendar. Roman Emperor Constantius, son of Constantine the Great, erected an obelisk taken from Thebes in Upper Egypt. His father had priorly removed the monument from Egypt and brought it to Italy on a gigantic boat requiring 300 rowers up the Nile and over the Mediterranean. Thousands of laborers using pulleys and cranks were needed to lift the stone relic into a standing position. (1) This was 324 years (108x3) after the 33 AD Crucifixion Event.

1. Ammianus Marcellinus bk. 17 4-13 p. 122-123

358 AD (4252 AM): 1748 Before Armageddon/ 2596 After Flood/ 1110 Year of Rome/ 670 Seleucid Calendar

Terrible earthquakes shook the cities of Macedonia, Asia, Pontus, Bithynia with Nicomedia, the capitol of Bithynia, taking the worst. At dawn on August 24th the clear sky quickly gave way to thick masses of black clouds that descended to the ground blotting out the sun rendering everything invisible. Ammianus Marcellinus reports that the unusual destruction began from the sky in the form of loud crashes, winds, fatal thunderbolts and a torrential downpour which was all accompanied by an earthquake. Just as fast as it occurred, the quake ceased, the sky cleared and a beautiful day was ruined by the sight of broken cities with thousands of torn bodies among the piles of debris. Survivors were transfixed on sharp timbers to die slowly while others were buried alive under the rubble where their moans were heard unceasingly until they expired. Many people trapped in the lower recesses of the buildings starved to death and a fire spread through the broken city of Nicomedia burning alive all those trapped in the ruins. (1) By this time all these cities were Christian. this was the 900th year of the Buddhist Calendar, from 543 BC.

Jewish rabbi Hillel III popularized the Jewish fixed calendar (his own invention) for the Jewish festivals and holy days, but this was in direct contravention to divine decree in the Old Testament statutes which mandated calendrical periods to be observed by lunar phases. Interestingly, by coincidence, this calendar started 360 years after the 2 BC birth of Christ. Hillel III wrote, "After having viewed our present condition, it may be well for us to look back and review our former history, and get a knowledge of the state of the world in former times." (2)

1. Ammianus Marcellinus bk. 17: 7.1-5; 2. The Archko Volume

359 AD (4253 AM): 1747 Before Armageddon/ 2597 After Flood/ 1111 Year of Rome/

At the city of Antioch in Syria, now called the Jewel of the East, one of the four major cities of the Roman Empire, in a suburb called Daphne, a child was born with two heads, a beard and very small ears, the population announcing the birth of a monster. (1) Also in this year Rome and Persia begin three years of intense war.

1. Ammianus Marcellinus book 19: 12 p. 183
362 AD (4256 AM): 1744 Before Armageddon/ 5600 Anunnaki Chronology/ 4400 Orbital Chronology/ 4032 Jewish Calendar/ 3800 Descent of Watchers/ 3200 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 2600 After Flood/ 1074 Orbital-Alteration

On December 5th an earthquake finished off the city of Nicomedia, destroying what little was left or rebuilt after the quake in 358. Much of Nicaea was also destroyed, the two quakes being 52 months apart. (1)

1. Ammianus Marcellinus book 22 13 p. 250

363 AD (4257 AM): 1743 Before Armageddon/ 2601 After Flood

In the 6th year of the passing of the Romanid Apocalypse Comet group several comets were seen at the same time, some in broad daylight. (1) Constantinople (Byzantium) was shaken by an earthquake and Emperor Julian Augustus witnessed a bright meteor. (2) Etruscan diviners asserted that the omens were bad for anyone thinking to invade another's country, using as their authority the ancient Tarquitian Books of the Sibyl. Nevertheless, Julian, called the Apostate, prepares to invade Persia. Julian was of the family of Constantine the Great and fantasized about leaving a great monument to posterity to perpetuate the memory of his reign. His chief idea fell upon the restoration of the Temple in Jerusalem which his predecessors Vespasian and Titus destroyed with great difficulty, then finished the devastation with General Julius Severus of Britain. Julian's work forces could not carry out the rebuilding of the Temple because of strange fiery explosions from the ground that burned the men, the project abandoned. (3) Julian invades Persia and wars against the Sassanids, laying waste to fortresses and towns in Mesopotamia, even crossing the Euphrates river and marching his troops all the way to the Persian Gulf. After several victories his men starved because of the Persians employing scorched earth tactics. He unwisely burned his own ships and was killed in battle. Jovian ascends the throne and immediately is assassinated for negotiating a peace settlement with Persia that relinquished Roman territory. Julian was a scholar and philosopher, called the Apostate because he refused to believe in the divinity of Jesus. He wrote, "Jesus and Paul have surpassed all magicians and imposters that have ever lived. Neither Paul, nor Matthew, nor Luke, nor Mark dared to say that Jesus was God; but John began the concept." (4)


364 AD (4258 AM): 1742 Before Armageddon/ 2602 After Flood/ 408 Roman Julian/ 288 Saka Calendar

In the Council of Laodiciana the Roman Church officially with government support declared that the Roman world would henceforth observe Sunday as the first day of the week and the day of rest, formerly abolishing the sabbath in violation of the Ten Commandments- "... remember the sabbath and keep it holy." (1) Also in this council the Passover was abolished, also dating from 1447 BC at the Exodus. This council successfully separated Christianity from those institutions considered Jewish, though both the sabbath and Passover were ancient Israelite observations. The council consisted of 32 bishops from all the Asiatic churches. At this council the New Testament books were discussed and the Asian church agreed on which ones they venerated. As this was the council of Laodician, and the Apocalypse, or Book of Revelation was prefixed with a warning to the Laodicians, we are not surprised that they omitted Revelation from their own canon. (2)

The world is at war. Persia invaded Armenia, a former territory of Rome, and German tribes invaded Roman provinces. The Alamani ravaged Gaul and Raetia, the Sarmatians and Quadi were laying waste to Pannonia and Britain suffered onslaughts from the Picts, Scots, Saxons and Attacotti. Goths invaded Thrace and Moesia while in the southern provinces of Africa the Moors and Austorians were raiding Roman allies and settlements. (3) This year is 408 years in the Roman Julian calendar, or 2448+2448 months, and 1447 BC was 2448 Annus Mundi.

365 AD (4259 AM): 1741 Before Armageddon/ 2603 After Flood

On July 21st an earthquake shook Alexandria, Egypt, in the 8th year of the passing of the Romanid Apocalypse Comet Group. Roman historian Ammianus Marcellinus wrote that the quake was preceded by fierce lightning and thunder which continued through the quaking. The sea off the coast of Egypt where Alexandria was located receded, withdrawing far away from the shore and the people found themselves far inland, looking out over an immense drying region of stranded fish and shells and creatures trapped in the mud, vast valleys and mountains where the sea had been before. As a great throng of people went out to gather fish a tsunami came rushing back at hundreds of miles an hour overtaking them. The wave and returning sea rushed up the coast and drowned the city of Alexandria even depositing ships atop buildings. When the waters subsided and drained from the city and coastal regions many more people were pulled out to sea to drown. Approximately 50,000 people died. (1) In his History of the Later Roman Empire, Marcellinus relates that this disaster overwhelmed the world, surpassing anything related either in legend of authentic history [his opinion]. He wrote that the quake was felt from Egypt into the Aegean and that towns and buildings on coasts were destroyed when the sea was removed from its bed. Even in the Aegean ships were deposited far inland, some still holding their dead passengers. Near Mothone ᙮ in the Peloponnesus he personally surveyed such a wrecked vessel. He wrote that "...the whole face of the earth was changed by a mad conflict of the elements." (2) Ammianus was Greek, a Roman citizen having been born at Antioch. His amazing book, only one single copy surviving and that dated from the 9th century AD, also relates that underneath the Great Pyramid were subterranean passages and winding retreats, "...which men skilled in the ancient mysteries, by means of which they divined coming the flood, constructed in different places lest the memory of all their sacred ceremonies should be lost." (3)

1. Great Disasters § 55; 2. Marcellinus Book 26 p. 333; 3. The Secret Doctrine 244-245§

366 AD (4260 AM): 1740 Before Armageddon/ 2604 After Flood/ 1296 Divided Kingdom/ 1110

Post-Exilic Chronology

The Goth-Roman War began, which would end in 369 with a peace settlement. (1) This year was 1776 years after the Israelites conquered Lower Syria in 1411 BC, and it was 1296 years (432x 3) of the Divided Kingdom since 931 BC. Pope Damasus I of Rome murdered his rivals and he established the untrue doctrine that the Church of Rome was the authoritative successors of the holy apostles of Jesus. (2§) He also created the doctrine of EKX Papal Endorsement, meaning that a belief could not be accepted as true unless endorsed by the Pope. His secretary was the famous scholar Jerome who he advised to revise the Holy Scriptures, the Papcy introducing subtle alterations that would justify its positions.

1. End of Empire 29; 2. The Jesus Papers 84-85

367 AD (4261 AM): 1739 Before Armageddon/ 2605 After Flood

Athanasius provides us the first list of New Testament books as we have them today. (1) This amazing date is linked perfectly with the calendrical signature of Israel. The people of Israel, obeying the Word of God in 2488 AM (1407 BC) followed Joshua in the Conquest of Canaan and became a nation, inheriting lands promised to them in the AbrahamicCovenant. 2488 is 1244+1244, and this year of 367 AD is exactly 1244 years to the publication of the Holy Bible in English in the Authorized King James Version in 1611 AD. The ancient Israelites were told by the prophets that they would in the future receive the Word of the Lord in an unknown tongue.

1. A Quest For Answers 30
368 AD (4262 AM): 1738 AM: 3182 Anno Pyramid/ 2606 After Flood/ 1080 Orbital-Alteration

In the 11th year of the passing of the Romanid Apocalypse Comet Group a comet appeared in the sky shining brighter than the sun according to the report of Cyrilus. (1) A Christian bishop, a Goth named Ulfilas, ministered to the Visigoths and translated the Gospels into their language, essentially creating for them a Gothic vernacular in doing so. While living in Dacia along the Black Sea coast the kingdom of the Visigoths were converted to Christianity. Ulfilas died 382. This was the year 1080 since Jerusalem was delivered from the Assyrians in 713 BC and the Dark Satellite passes by Earth too closely and the solar year became altered from 360 days to 365.25.

1. Three Books of Occult Philosophy 664 note 21

369 AD (4263 AM): 1737 Before Armageddon/ 2607 After Flood

The Goth-Roman War ends with a peace settlement after Emperor Valens and the Gothic commander Athanaric met on a boat moored in the middle of the Danube river. (1)

1. The End of Empire 29

370 AD (4264 AM): 1736 Before Armageddon/ 3808 Descent of Watchers/ 2608 After Flood/ 1776 Year of Israel/ 1300 Divided Kingdom/ 414 Roman Julian

As the ancient Israelites had crossed the Jordan river into the Land of Promise in 1407 BC, exactly 1776 years earlier, now their Gothic descendants crossed the Danube river into Europe with the permission of the Roman Emperor lead by their Christian leader Ulfilas, the bishop, whom the Goths considered their own personal Moses. (1) They were among the first of the Germanic-kin kingdoms to accept Christianity. (2) The 1407 BC date is reflected isometrically in that counting 1407 years after 370 AD finds us in 1777 AD within a year of the American Declaration of Independence from Britain. Further, the Goths were one of the Ten Kingdoms that emerge in Europe after the Fall of Rome in 476 AD, which is 1300 years before the founding of the United States of America in 1776 AD, and 1300 years before 370 AD was the year Israel broke away as Ten Tribes from Judah in 931 BC. The calendrical isometric projections of 370 AD identify the Goths as the children of Israel.

1. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 26; 2. ibid p. 24

372 AD (4266 AM): 1734 Before Armageddon/ 3744 Olmec Calendar/ 2610 After Flood/ 684 Seleucid Calendar/ 296 Saka Calendar/ 108 Coptic Calendar

The Huns from Asia begin their excursion into western Europe, pillaging, murdering and raping. The kingdom of the Ostrogoths is defeated by the Huns and they become a vassal state, their men conscripted into the Hunnic army. Those communities that resisted the Huns had their men executed, their children enslaved and their women raped in a widespread insemination program. (1) This was 296 years after the Huns invaded India, or 3552 months (1776+1776).

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 126

375 AD (4269 AM): 1731 Before Armageddon/ 2595 After Flood

The Huns migrated with their families in tow living in covered wagons. Their origin is a mystery. They overwhelmed the Goths near the Black Sea. They left no written records and all accounts of them are filtered through the prejudicial eyes of their Roman enemies. Though described as barbarians they were expert administrators with a well-organized military. The Gothic leader Athanaric of the Tervingi went to aid the Goths in the north who were being pushed back by the Huns. The Huns attacked his camp at night and scattered the Tervingi. (1) Several comets seen in the sky according to Marcellinus. (2) Workers removing old walls at the historic city of Chalcedon for rebuilding material to be used for the baths of Constantinople (Byzantium) happened upon a square block of old masonry which had an earlier Greek
inscription which was prophetic:

"And what once a city wall shall serve- O what a mournful change-
to guard a bath, then countless hordes of men from lands afar,
shall cross fair Ister's river, lance in hand, and lay all Scythia
and Mysia waste; Next on Paenienia turn their mad career, to spread
their likewise nought but death and strife." (3)

This was deemed a prophecy of an invasion of foreign people into the realm, and at this exact
time the Huns were invading northern Europe and the fleeing Goths and other Germanic tribes
migrated further west and south to escape them, the Huns capturing men, women and children
as well as livestock. The Huns were unknown to the Romans and their appearance on the world
scene, coupled with the stories filtering in from the outer frontiers of wholesale slaughter,
provoked dread and wonder throughout the Empire.

1. The End of Empire 11; 2. Ammianus Marcellinus Book 30 p. 400; 3. ibid
31 p. 410-411

376 AD (4270 AM): 1730 Before Armageddon/ 2614 After Flood/ 960 Fall of Judah/ 420 Roman
Julian/ 300 Saka Calendar
The Visigoths learned about the fall of the Ostrogoths and swelling of the Hun ranks with
Gothic soldiers. The entire nation fled and a million panicking Visigoths lined the banks
of the Danube river, which marked the Roman frontier. (1) Other historians claim Fritigern
led 80,000 Goths and Alans to the Danube and Emperor Valens allowed them to cross, but once
conditions were met. These were quickly followed by another 80,000 people, the Gruehungi, who had been forbidden to enter beforehand. (2) The Visigoths entering Roman territory were
ordered to turn in their weapons, and for the most part, large weapons were turned in. They
even provided the children of their Gothic leaders as security to Roman officials, but many
Visigoths played to the corruption of the Roman border officials and bribed them to keep
their weapons. (3) Because of the destitute conditions of the Goths the Romans found a perfect
market for old foodstuffs that were sold at exorbitant prices. Many Goths were sickened from the tainted food and others were enraged at the criminal prices the Romans subjected them to. The census of Goths cannot be known. So many passed into Roman territory that the Romans lost count and quit trying. Riots broke out against the Roman officials and soon
so many hordes were crossing the Danube that all semblance of order was gone. From this
date onward the western Goths (Visigoths) would be a significant force in Europe, even settling
into a nation.

This year saw a significant population-shift in the demographics of the Roman Empire. These
people were descendants of Israelites, but the Roman legions were already thoroughly German,
Teutonic, Gaulic, Celtic- all ancestrally kin to the Goths. The prophecy that Israel
would become God's battleaxe was being fulfilled.

1. Invaders of Rome 39; 2. The End of Empire 12-15; 3. Invaders of Rome 44

378 AD (4272 AM): 1728 Before Armageddon/ 5616 Anunnaki Chronology/ 4416 Orbital Chrono-
logy/ 2614 After Flood/ 690 Seleucid Calendar
Through mismanagement and avarice, the Roman officials trying to bleed the desperate Goths
escaping the Huns over the Danube, the borders were opened wide with riots, skirmishes and
chaos as the Gothic masses filtered into the Roman world. The entire region was looted and
the Goths took cattle and water sources and many even retaliated against the Romans. Emperor
Valens with a Roman army went to quell the revolt and at Adrianople the Visigothic commander
Fritigern learned that the Gothic cavalry was superior to the Roman army. The Goths wore
heavy armor and Goths used stirrups and this greatly aided the power behind their lances,
allowing them to mow through the Roman lines. (1) These Goths were the forerunners of the
European knight. (2) Other nations rose bareback or with light, padded saddled. At Adrianople
the Gothic army cavalry forced the Roman army into a press so tight they could not wield
their weapons. The Romans were cut down, 40,000 men dying, the news of this defeat sending shockwaves throughout the Empire. (3) other historians claim it was 20,000 killed out of 30,000. (4) Marcellinus wrote that two-thirds of the Roman soldiers were killed. (5)

In this year the Pope in Rome assumed the title Pontifex Maximus, which was formerly reserved only for Roman emperors. (6) About this year according to Jerome, "From India to Britain all nations resound with the death and resurrection of Christ." (7)

An interesting year in calendrics. This was 1728 years (864+864) Before Armageddon, and 5616 years (432x13) of the AnunnakiChronology. It was 4416 years (552x8) of the Orbital Chronology and 690 years (138x5).

Also in 378 AD Valens, Roman Emporer, enters into a peace treaty with Persia and marched 600 miles back to Antioch in Syria. As his soldiers departed Antioch they happened upon an unnerving sight. A man was lying in the road, wide-eyed, alive, but covered in deep welts as if he had been whipped from head to toe. Though he did not speak his eyes were alive with vitality and haunted the men. Emporer Valens was summoned and it was hardly believable that such a man was alive, but the brightness of his eyes showed life. then the mysterious figure disappeared and experts on the interpretations of omens declared that this man symbolized Rome, the empire continually beaten like a dying man, according to Zosimus. (8)

The Goths were blood descendants of the Cimmerians (Samaritans) that were deported from Israel in 745 BC and transplanted into the region of Asia between the Black and Caspian Seas. These people were descendants of Jacob who had died 2016 years earlier (1008+1008) in 1639 BC. This year of the Gothic entry into Roman civilization was also 1380 years (138x10) after the Throne of David was founded in 1003 BC, and it was 108 years after the Gothic Kingdom splint into the Ostragoth of the east and Visigoths of the west in 270 AD.


382 AD (4276 AM): 1724 Before Armageddon/ 2620 After Flood/ 306 Saka Calendar

Emperor Theodosius entered into a treaty with the Visigoths, giving them the devastated Balkan regions they had laid waste. Almost all Visigothic males of military age joined the Roman army. (1) Interestingly, over 980 years earlier the ancient German peoples settled the Balkans after escaping from the Assyria domains where the Ten Tribes of Israel had been deported.

1. The Invaders of Rome 64

383 AD (4277 AM): 1723 Before Armageddon/ 2621 After Flood

Jerome finished his Latin translation to the Holy Scriptures. In his Preface to the Four Gospels he wrote, "You urge me to revise the old Latin version, and, as it were, to sit in judgement on the copies of the scriptures which are now scattered throughout the whole world; and, since they differ from one another, you would have me decide which of them agree with the Greek original. The labor is one of love, but at the same time both perilous and presumptuous..." (1) This was 350 years (50x7) after the 33 AD Crucifixion Event.

1. History in Quotations 94

384 AD (4278 AM): 1722 Before Armageddon/ 2622 After Flood/ 120 Coptic Calendar

Planet Phoenix passed through the inner solar system completing its 138 years orbit. There are no records that it was seen. Pope Siricius of Rome initiated the Roman P appal practice of issuing decrees, commands to be obeyed by other bishops. (1)

1. The Jesus Papers 85
389 AD (4283 AM): 1717 Before Armageddon/ 2627 After Flood

Christians led by the Patriarch theophilus destroyed the Serapeum in Alexandria, Egypt which contained a library that had inherited many of the old texts once stored in the Library of Alexandria. Emperor Theodosius had the Sibylline Books burned again, the ancient prophecies of the Greek Sibyl that was of old said to be of Hebrew origin. Though the Books of the Sibyl had been destroyed before, they were reconstructed from the copies spread abroad. (1)

1. Elder Gods in Antiquity 299

390 AD (4284 AM): 1716 Before Armageddon/ 2628 After Flood/ 1320 Divided Kingdom/ 434 Roman Julian

Throughout the Roman empire the book burnings continued. The bishops received permission from the Roman Emperor and the scheme was approved by all as a method of eliminating opposition to the official church of Rome. (1) With the completion of Jerome's Latin version of the Bible agents of the Church had to destroy all other versions that varied from the "official" gospel story. Emperor Theodosius the Great had the great statue of Jupiter Serapis at Alexandria destroyed. (2) This was 1800 years (600x3) after the Israelites conquered Lower Syria in 1411 BC.

1. Our Sun-God 12-13; 2. A Short History of the World 146

393 AD (4287 AM): 1713 Before Armageddon/ 2631 After Flood

The Synod of Hippo in northern Africa convened to officially recognize the 27 books of the New Testament. They did not select a canopo canon at this time, which had already been done, but merely recognized the 27 books already amassed that comprised the New Testament. (1) The canon was fixed at this time under the leadership of Pope Siricius. (2) Interestingly, this Synod was the first to accept the Apocalypse, or Book of Revelation (3), though the Synod of Aix in 789 AD would remove it (4) 396 years later. This 396 is half of 792 years, the orbit of NIBIRU. Recalled that the Apocalypse, which concerns the return of NIBIRU (see Anunnaki Homeworld) is dated at 96 AD when NIBIRU was at aphelion (furthest distance from the sun). Theodosius I is said to be Rome's first Christian bishop Emperor. In this year he abolished the Olympic Games, which had been uninterrupted for 1170 years.

1. A Quest for Answers 30; 2. The Jesus Papers 85; 3. History of the First Council of Nice 95-96; ibid 4. ibid p. 95-96

394 AD (4288 AM): 1712 Before Armageddon/ 2632 After Flood/ 1800 Year of Israel/

Egyptian hieroglyphic writing was virtually extinct. In this year the last hieroglyphic record was made, on a wall of the Temple of Philae. (1)

1. The Night Attila Died 32-33

395 AD (4289 AM): 1711 Before Armageddon/ 2633 After Flood

Theodosius I died and the Visigoths rebelled, electing as king a Visigothic commander named Alaric who was 30 years old. (1)

1. The Invaders of Rome 73

396 AD (4290 AM): 1710 Before Armageddon/ 2634 After Flood/ 440 Roman Julian/ 320 Saka Calendar

Senators Q. Aurelius Symmachus composed a new edition of Livy's first ten books on the History of Rome. It was this edition that preserved Livy's writings for us through the Dark Ages. (1)

1. Livy, Early History of Rome intro. R.M. Ogilvie trans. Selincourt p. 6
397 AD (4291 AM): 1709 Before Armageddon/ 2635 After Flood
At the Council of Carthage under the direction of Siricius of Rome occurred the second ratification of the New Testament books. (1)

1. The Jesus Papers 85, The Gospel Truth 164

400 AD (4294 AM): 1706 Before Armageddon/ 2638 After Flood/ 444 Roman Julian/ 324 Saka Calendar
A comet blazed across the sky heading west according to Roman writers and Chinese records. Alaric, ruler of the Visigoths, noted this comet as an omen to conquer the western frontiers of Rome. Also in this year were several eclipses of the moon. (1) Alaric attacked Rome in this year but was repelled. (2) This was the 444th year of the Roman Julian Calendar that began in 45 BC.

1. The Invaders of Rome 77; 2. Tracing Our Ancestors 138

402 AD (4296 AM): 1704 Before Armageddon/ 4440 Orbital Chronology/ 3240 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 2640 After Flood/ 2300 After Babel/ 1332 Divided Kingdom/ 138 Coptic Calendar
During the gladiatorial games in Rome where criminals, slaves and prisoners of war and political dissidents were pitted against wild animals and armed gladiators for the entertainment of the people, a monk named Telemachus became enraged and jumped into the arena. He ran and put himself between two swordsmen loudly protesting against the inhuman savagery. But the crowds, enraged, stoned Telemachus to death. Emperor Honorius, a Christian, upon hearing of the stoning, forbade any more gladiatorial games. (1) His decision ended about 600 years of Roman butchery. The bishop of Constantinople, named Chrysostom, wrote that by this date that Britain was a Christian nation where men were of the habit of debating Scripture. (2) Very prominent calendrics for this year.

1. The Invaders of Rome 81; 2. St. Paul in Britain 107

406 AD (4300 AM): 1700 Before Armageddon/ 2644 After Flood/ 2304 After Babel/ 990 990 Fall of Juah/ 450 Roman Julian/ 330 Saka Calendar
The Vandals and Alans crossed the Rhine river in December, entering Gaul, according to Prosper of Aquitaine. Pope Innocent I strove at this time to centralize all Christian power and authority at Rome in order to make the Pope the ultimate authority over all Christendom. (1)

1. The Jesus Papers 85

408 AD (4302 AM): 1698 Before Armageddon/ 2646 After Flood/ 720 Seleucid Calendar/ 144 Coptic Calendar
Many Romans were disturbed over the increasing Germanization of the Roman legions and military culture. Fed up with German generals in the army who failed to protect Roman interests, the Romans took the opportunity to massacre 30,000 German wives and children of legionnaires while their fathers, brothers, sons and husbands were far away on the Roman frontier fighting for Rome against other Germans. Upon hearing about the genocide of their families, these Germans turned against Rome and joined the ranks of Alaric the Goth, leader of the Visigoths, as he again marched on the Eternal City. (1) In this year Uldin led the Huns deeper into Roman territory. (2)

1. The Invaders of Roome 89; 2. The End of Empire 68

410 AD (4304 AM): 1696 Before Armageddon/ 4080 Jewish Calendar/ 2648 After Flood
Exactly 66 years (792 months) before the final Fall of Rome by the Germans in 476 AD, on a night in August at midnight the Salarian Gate of Rome was opened and Alaric led the Visigoths in the Sack of Rome, this being 800 years after the Gauls sacked Rome and occupied it in 390 BC. Alaric had the Pergamum Library in Rome destroyed, which had been founded over 600 years
earlier by Attalus I in Asia Minor. The immense library, over 200,000 texts, was brought to Rome in 133 BC. (1) After sacking Rome’s wealth and treasures the Visigoths loaded many ships intending to sail to northern Africa. Suddenly a violent storm ruined the ships and Alaric lost the treasures, the priceless artifacts Rome had stolen from dozens of nations and hundreds of cities sank to the bottom of the Mediterranean. Astonished at his misfortune, Alaric deliberated on what to do when he was suddenly the victim of an untimely death. (2)

The Sack of Rome humbled Augustine inspiring him to write *City of God*. He marvelled that the Visigoths in their pillage of the Eternal City did not touch a single Christian shrine, church or sanctuary, leaving none looted. He marvelled over this but the real mystery is why he was surprised. The Visigoths had plunged into Christianity with more fervor than any Romans had ever experienced. The Visigoths had legitimate grievances with Rome, they were Christians and far from the pagans the Roman authors of the time would have later progeny believe. He wrote that "...the thing itself which is now called the Christian religion really was known among the ancients, nor was it wanting from any time in the beginning of the human race until the time of Christ came in the flesh, from whence the true religion, which had previously existed." (3) Augustine marvelled at how many Christian churches were already in Britain. (4) After the Sack of Rome the British had received word from Rome that the Romans could be of no more help to them in their plight against the Picts, the Scots, other Celts and Saxons that were even at this early date raiding the coasts in fleets. This yearmarked the end of official Roman presence in Britain. (5)

Concerning the ancient existence of giants, in *City of God*, Augustine wrote, "...the large size of the primitive human body is often proved to the incredulous by the exposure of sepulchres, either through the wear of time or the violence of torrential or some accident, and in which bones of incredible size have been found...though the bodies of ordinary men were much larger than ours, the giants surpassed all in stature...the bones which are from time to time discovered prove the size of the bodies of the ancients." (6)


412 AD (4306 AM): 1694 Before Armageddon/ 2650 After Flood

Construction begins on the massive Theodosian Walls around Constantinople (ancient Byzantium). These fortifications would protect the city from enemies for exactly 792 years until the Fourth Crusade in 1204 AD when the Venetians scaled its walls. (1)

1. The End of Empire 139

413 AD (4307 AM): 1693 Before Armageddon/ 2651 After Flood

The Theodosian Walls around Constantinople are completed. They would be scaled in 792 years by the Venetians in 1204 AD but not destroyed, however, they would be ruined by cannonfire and destroyed in 1453 by the Turks, or in 1040 years (520+520). (1)

1. The End of Empire 139

414 AD (4308 AM): 1692 Before Armageddon/ 2652 After Flood

The Jews are expelled from Alexandria, Egypt. (1) The last time the Jews were purged from Alexandria was at the revolts lead by lukuas in 115-116 AD. This year was 476 years since Rome annexed Judea in 63 BC.

1. March of the Titans 525
Christian archbishop Cyril of Alexandria had the Alexandrian Library raided and texts of science, mathematics, geography, histories, metaphysics and those deemed contrary to the doctrines of Christianity were destroyed. Agents of Cyril incited a mob and Alexandrian scholars were abducted and flayed alive with oyster shells. (1) The greatest female philosopher of all time, Hypatia of Alexandria, fell victim to the religious zealots, the mob grabbing her from her chariot, stripping her naked and beating her almost senseless before they scraped her flesh off with oyster shells. She was murdered inside a church. Hypatia was famous in her own lifetime for her achievements, commentaries, writings and oratory. She was the torch of the Neo-Platonic School and a well-sought intellectual whose opinions carried much weight among the learned. Her position on Christianity was positive but she offended church officials by revealing its antiquity, gaining for an enemy the archbishop Cyril. By all accounts he was indirectly responsible for her death. (2)

1. Atlantis in America 204; 2. The Secret Teachings of All Ages 611-612

According to Orosius, by this year the Christian churches of Europe and the Mediterranean were full of Huns, Suevi, Vandals, Burgundians and other Scythians. (1)

1. Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. IV p. 30

By treaty with Rome the Visigoths settled in France and founded a kingdom in the southwest of Gaul, Aquitaine. After sailing Rome in 410 AD the Visigoths were feared. By this time many Huns had completed adopted Visigothic culture and were virtually indistinguishable from them. (1) The founding of the Gothic kingdom in Gaul which would emerge as the nation of France, was exactly 148 years after the Visigoths separated from the Ostrogoths in 270 AD, this 148 years being 1776 months, highly prophetic of the founding of the Anglo-Saxon-French empire in the west in 1776 AD, the United States of America.

1. The End of Empire 57

A Christian bishop named Abdaas, fully expecting to die, burned down a Zoroastrian temple in the Persian province of Khuzistan. The ruler, Yazdgard I, previously tolerant of Christianity for 20 years, changed his policy and now had Christians executed when they had refused to rebuild the burned temple. (1)

1. The End of Empire 86

Bahram V succeeded his father, Yazdgard I of Persia, and intensified the persecution of Christians throughout the Persian realm. Emperor Theodosius invaded Mesopotamia in what was the first Roman military action in defense of Christianity.

During the war between Roman Constantinople and Persia some 100,000 Arabs on their way to fight on the side of the Persians were the victims of something most unusual. They had been seized with panic and in their terror they had thrown themselves into the Euphrates river. With indecisive victories, a peace of concluded between the Roman and Persian Empires. (1) While the bulk of the Roman forces were in the east the Huns crossed the Danube and invaded Thrace, laying it waste. (2) This was the 930th year of the Republic of Rome since 509 BC,
and 700 years after the Celts invaded Thrace and the Roman territories and Macedonia in 279 BC.

1. The End of Empire 86; 2. The End of Empire 87

423 AD (4317 AM): 1683 Before Armageddon/ 2661 After Flood

Emporer Theodosius passes another edict prohibiting nonChristian beliefs, making exile and state confiscation of all property the punishment for anti-Christian sentiment. (1) Priorly, in 399, he had prohibited observation of the Mysteries, cults, paganism and all preChristian beliefs.

1. Freemasonry and its Ancient Mystic Rites 116

426 AD (4320 AM): 1680 Before Armageddon/ 4464 Orbital Chronology/ 3240 Anno Pyramid/ 2664 After Flood/ 1872 After Exodus/ 350 Saka Calendar

The Germanic people called the Angles began invading Britain. (1) This is how the country obtained the later name of England. This year as 4320 AnnusMundi is 1080x4, the sum of 1080 being the calendrical seal of Israel. The Great Pyramid, finished in 1080 AM (2815 BC), was 3240 years (1080x3) before the Angle invasion. This was also 1836 years (108x17) after the Israelites invaded Lower Syria and settled it in 1411 BC. This was further 144x13 years (1872) after the Exodus in 1447 BC. The Angles were descended from the tribes of Israel in migration. This was exactly 50 years before the Fall of Rome in 476 BC.

1. A Short History of the World 312

429 Ad (4323 AM): 1677 Before Armageddon/ 2667 After Flood

The Vandals overran Roman-occupied northern Africa. This was exactly 630 years (half of 1260) or 70x9 years, after 202 BC when the Romans invaded northern Africa.

430 AD (4324 AM): 1676 Before Armageddon/ 2668 After Flood

The uncle of Attila the Hun, named Octar, tried to take the Huns further west by attacking the Burgundians in modern southwestern Germany. Fearing the Huns the Burgundians, those not yet Romanized, sought the aid of a God. Knowing of the God of the Christians, one they knew was regarded by the Romans and they reasoned, must be powerful, the Burgundians had French (Visigothic) Christians baptise them. The nation converted to this new God and then marched against the Huns, 3000 Burgundians against a greater host and they slaughtered about 10,000 Huns. Because of this victory the Burgundians became a Christian people. (1) The writer Sidonius Apollinaris described the Burgundians as on average seven foot tall. (2) Sidonius was a Gallic aristocrat and bishop.

1. The End of Empire 95; 2. History in Quotations 113

431 AD (4325 AM): 1675 Before Armageddon/ 2669 After Flood

Christian Council of Ephesus convened. Riots broke out during the heated discussions that resulted in violent deaths. (1)

1. The Christ Conspiracy 31

433 Ad (4327 AM): 1673 Before Armageddon/ 2671 After Flood

Council of Ephesus reconvened and it was proclaimed that Mary was the Mother of God. (1) Perhaps this was the reason why there had been violent outburst and murders at the council in 431.

1. The Gospel Truth 164,
434 AD (4328 AM): 1672 Before Armageddon/ 4104 Jewish Calendar/ 2672 After Flood/ 1880 After Exodus

The Huns invaded Thrace again, devastating everything and moved toward Constantinople, but for unknown reasons the Huns withdrew. A Hun commander named Rua had died and it was rumored by Christians in Constantinople that their deliverance was divine, that lightning, fire balls and plague had afflicted the Huns. (1) This was precisely 700 years after the Heruli of southern Russian invaded south like the Huns, all the way to the Peloponessus, in 267 BC.

1. The End of Empire 90-91

437 Ad (4331 AM): 1669 Before Armageddon/ 2675 After Flood

A Roman-Hun allied force defeats the Burgundians but the Huns go further than conquering and attempt to exterminate them. (1) At this time there was extreme Hunnic animosity against the Burgundians.

1. The End of Empire 113

439 AD (4333 AM): 1667 Before Armageddon/ 2677 After Flood

Geiseric leads the Vandals in a fleet from Spain and attacks Carthage, the last Roman stronghold in northern Africa, taking it. They destroyed the Roman-occupation forces, the library and then began the construction of a mighty navy. One contemporary historian wrote that it had been 585 years since the Romans took Carthage. (1) This parallels the 585 BC year that Jerusalem fell to Babylon. This was exactly 600 years after Rome sacked Carthage in the Second Punic War in 162 BC, and 540 years (half of 1080) after the Romans defeated the Teutones in Gaul in 102 BC.

1. The End of Empire 119

441 AD (4335 AM): 1665 Before Armageddon/ 2679 After Flood

A chronicle of Gaul written at this date relates that by this time the isles of Britain had already been run over by the Saxons from the Continent. (1) While many invasion fleets no doubt touched down in Britain by this time, the main hostsof the Saxons had not yet began their mass migrations. This was 432 years (half of 864) after 9 AD when the Saxon leader Herrman defeated the Roman legions at the Battle of Teutoberg Forest.

1. Ancient Mysteries 452

442 AD (4336 AM): 1664 Before Armageddon/ 3880 Descent of Watchers/ 2680 After Flood/ 1848 Year of Israel/

The Huns spent nine months destroying the cities and people of the middle Danube and Morava river valley. Cities and villages were burned, men slaughtered, children enslaved and women taken as second wives and concubines as well as all livestock. The terror of the Huns struck to the heart of the Roman Empire. At this time pope Leo I (440-461 AD) widely publicized the false doctrine that Christ gave supreme authority over the Church to RX Peter and that there was a direct succession from Peter to the Papacy, that the bishop of Rome (now called Pope) was the greatest of all Christian bishops. (1) These Hun invasions were 720 years after 279 BC when the Gauls were invading the Greek world. This was also 666 years after 225 BC when the Celts marched against Rome and were slaughtered. This was the 70th year since the Huns first invaded Roman territory, in 372 AD.

1. The W Jesus Papers 85

447 AD (4341 AM): 1659 Before Armageddon/ 2685 After Flood

Theodosius II of Constantinople was nothing like his father, Theodosius the Great. An effim-
enant coward, he had the walls of Constantinople added to with great towers in an effort to avoid open battle with Attila the Hun. But this security was shattered by an earthquake that destroyed the walls and felled 57 towers. Panicked, the people repaired the walls in 60 days, but the Huns were far away unable to take advantage of the lack of defenses. (1)

1. The Night Attila Died 9

448 AD (4342 AM): 1658 Before Armageddon/ 3560 Mayan Calendar/ 2686 After Flood/ 1200 Year of Rome/

Annals of Ulster in Ireland record that an earthquake this year felled 57 of the truly ancient Round Towers in the region, mysterious pre-Christian structures erected by the Tuatha de Danaan. (1) The Chronicle-Annals states that 75 towers fell. (2) The fact that these structures fell at all is indicative of the magnitude of this earthquake, for the Round Towers antedate the written records of Ireland.

1. The Antediluvian World 257; 2. Lost Cities of Atlantis, Ancient Europe and the Mediterranean 437

450 AD (4344 AM): 1656 Before Armageddon/ 3888 Descent of Watchers/ 3552 Vedic Calendar/ 2688 After Flood/ 1380 Divided Kingdom/ 186 Coptic Calendar

This year is 1860 years (186x10) after the Israelites invaded Lower Syria in 1411 BC, and 204 years (2448 months) after the Goths invaded Dacia in 246 AD. The calendars for this year indicate a very important event that could have occurred in the Americas or the Far East.

451 AD (4345 AM): 1655 Before Armageddon/ 2689 After Flood

Emperor Valentinian III of Rome was despised by his sister Honorina. Attempting to harm him she sent Attila the Hun a marriage invitation and her own ring as proof. This was done to prompt Attila to attack the west and Rome, to claim Honorina as his bride and receive half the Empire. Valentinian discovered the intrigue, locked Honorina inside a tower where she vanished from the historical record. Attila invaded the west demanding his bride. (1) After destroying no less than 70 cities in the Balkans and receiving payoffs from Emperor Theodosius, XXXXII Attila invaded the west and nearly overran every town in northern Gaul. In the Battle of Catalaunian Plain near Troyes a confederation of Franks, Visigoths and Roman Imperial forces opposed the Huns in a contest of mutual slaughter, resulting in the deaths of about between 150,000 and 300,000 men. (2) The Huns then retreated to the Hungarian Plain of Europe, the momentum of their invasion broken. This was exactly 666 years after 216 BC when the Gauls (Franks) with Hannibal and the Carthaginians defeated the Romans in the Battle of Cannae. This was also 612 years (half of 1224) after Rome invaded North Africa in 162 BC, and 552 years after 102 BC when the Romans fought against the Germans in Gaul (France).


452 AD (4346 AM): 1654 Before Armageddon/ 4760 Phoenix Chronology/ 2690 After Flood

Attila the Hun re groups and again pushed into deeper Roman territory, this time invading northern Italy, destroying Aquileia, Padua and even looted Milan. (1) This year ended the reign of terror of the Huns. Attila retreated back and the Huns did not again become a threat, but thoroughly assimilated with other peoples or, as many did, founded their own kingdom: Hungary. This was the year 960 of the Roman Republic since 509 BC.

1. A Short History of the World 153

453 AD (4347 AM): 1653 Before Armageddon/ 2691 After Flood/ 1899 After Exodus

Attila the Hun died, probably poisoned by Edecon, a Germano-Hun who may have exacted his revenge for Attila's murder of a friend. Edecon was the father of the famous Odovacar the German, who conquered Rome in 476 AD. (1) Attila was not the barbaric savage painted by
historians, he was born and raised in Europe. His uncles were Octar and Rua, both leaders of the Huns. (2) Like the Hunnish invaders he was brutal and violent, but there was nothing primitive about him or the Huns. They're greatest folly was in not keeping historical records. As descendants of Israelites and masters of assimilation, the Huns became as European as any others. Much of the Hun population drifted about and were absorbed into the many German families throughout Europe. From the death of Attila to the final Fall of Rome there ruled ten Emperors in Rome, and every one of them were appointed by the Vandians Vandals and other Germans. (3) The Huns were the final, the 10th kingdom that would emerge at the Fall of Rome in accordance to the ancient prophecies. (see 476 AD).

1. The Night Attila Died 147, 274; 2. The End of Empire 93; 3. A Short History of the World 153

454 AD (4348 AM): 1652 Before Armageddon/ 2692 After Flood/ 1900 After Exodus/ 1860 Year of Israel
An intense revolt of Germans of different tribes rose up against the Huns that had been exercising authority over them all along the banks of the NedaO river. This confederation of Germans slaughtered over 30,000 Huns. (1) This was 720 years after the Helari invaded lower Europe in 267 BC, and this was 38 jubilees (38x50) after the Israelites fled Egypt in the Exodus in 1447 BC.

1. The End of Empire 267

455 AD (4349 AM): 1651 Before Armageddon/ 2693 After Flood
The Vandals now lived at Carthage and the region of northern Africa after having ousted the Romans and subjugated those that stayed. Gaieric now leads them against Rome and as they approach Emperor Valentinian III is murdered. The Vandals sack the city. The Vandals became masters over the islands formerly subjected under Rome, Sicily, Corsica, Sardinia and other Mediterranean islands. (1) We are informed that the Vandals took the seven-branched candelstick from Rome, the same that the Romans took from Jerusalem in 70 AD when Titus destroyed the Temple and built the Arch of Titus in Rome. The relic was taken to Carthage. This invasion of Rome was exactly 600 years after the Romans crossed the Mediterranean in 146 BC and conquered Carthage.

1. A Short History of the World 151

460 AD (4354 AM): 1646 Before Armageddon/ 2698 After Flood/ 1044 Fall of Judah
The Romans planned on a massive attack against the Vandals in northern Africa. The sack of Rome did not end the Roman Empire, the administration of the Roman military was too spread abroad for the fall of the city to have any real effect. But the Vandals learned of the planned naval invasion and captured the refitted troop transports of the Romans, thwarting their intended invasion. (1) This was 666 years after the Romans defeated the north African Carthaginians in a battle in 207 BC. this same 666 years measures the time from 207 BC when Emperor Huang-ti of China died and the Age of Warring States began and 460 AD, signifying that perhaps something monumental occurred in 460 AD China. This is reinforced by fact that 460 AD was exactly 1656 years (414x4/552x3) after the Chine Calebdan began in 1197 BC.

1. The End of Empire 274

462 AD (4356 AM): 1644 Before Armageddon/ 5700 Anunnaki Chronology/ 4500 Orbital Chronology/ 3900 Descent of Watchers/ 3300 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 2700 After Flood/ The Anunnaki planet NIBRIR enters the inner solar system after 732 years below the ecliptic far out into the Kuiper Belt, starting its 60 years above the ecliptic. No records that it was seen.
468 AD (4362 AM): 1638 Before Armageddon/ 3840 Olmec Calendar/ 2706 After Flood

Rome invades Vandal-occupied north Africa and Carthage but the invasion was called off when the Vandals destroyed the Roman fleet anchored off Carthage with fire ships. (1)

1. The End of Empire 274

470 AD (4364 AM): 1636 Before Armageddon/ 4140 Jewish Calendar/ 2708 After Flood/ 2368 After Babel/ 1400 Divided Kingdom

This year concludes the 9th Mayan baktun of the Long-Count begin in 3113 BC, thus being 1,296,000 days, or 144,000x9 days. Other calendrics indicate something occurred related to Semitic people or the descendants of Israel.

471 AD (4365 AM): 1635 Before Armageddon/ 2709 After Flood/ 207 Coptic Calendar

The Council of Ephesus in this year attended by many bishops changed the ancient Ephesian goddess Artemis (Diana) of the famously old temple to the Virgin Mother Mary. (1)

1. The KnightsTemplar in the New World 60

472 AD (4366 AM): 1634 Before Armageddon/ 2710 After Flood/ 1224 Year of Rome/ 1184 Orbital Alteration/ 1868 1096 Fall of Judah/ 396 Saka Calendar/ 208 Coptic Calendar

The Dark Satillite passes through the inner solar system, a former moon of NIBIRU that almost collided into Earth in 713 BC altering the planet's orbit changing the solar year from 360 days to 365.25. Its 395 year orbit has now fallen out of synch with the Mayan Long-Count.

475 AD (4369 AM): 1631 Before Armageddon/ 2713 After Flood

The great statue of Olympian Jove (Jupiter: Zeus) made by Phidias was destroyed in a fire in Constantinople. (1) This was the deity borrowed and venerated by the Romans, a superstitious people, many of whom later said that the ruin of the statue foreshadowed the ruin of Rome in the following year.
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476 AD (4370 AM): 1630 Before Armageddon/ 4146 Jewish Calendar/ 2714 After Flood/ 1406 Divided Kingdom/ 1188 Orbital Alteration/ 520 Roman Julian/ 490 Saka Calendar

This is the year of the Fall of Rome. Odoovar (Odoacer in Latin) lead the Germans against Rome, he being the German son of Edecon, the German-Hun right-hand man of Attila the Hun, who some believe was responsible for Attila's death. The legions by this date were largely RomanizedGermans. The invasion and takeover of Rome was not like the attacks in earlier years like 410 and 455 AD, but the full overthrowing of Roman government. This took place in the 1229th Year of Rome, and in the year 1229 BC occurred the Fall of Troy, the ancestors of the Romans. At this time the Anno Domini did not exist, but once employed this year became the year 476 AD, a numbered linked to Israel over and over in the chronology of the world. Rome's founding in 753 BC began with a boy-king named Romulus, and at the Fall of Rome the Germans defeated the boy-Emporer Romulus Augustulus. Edecon spared the life of the young Romulus and sent him to live with his mother near Naples. (1) Odoovar became king of Rome, and he gave the regent Buric, king of the Visigoths, all the Roman territories beyond the Alps as far as the ocean. King Buric then formed a loose confederation of European kingdoms in this inherited landmass from Rome of the Visigoths, Heruli, Saxons, Burgundians, Franks, Vandals, Ostrogoths of Pannonia and Huns. By 485 AD this northern kingdom of Buric was established, Buric being the father of the famous Alaric. (2)

The calendrics for this year identify interactions between Rome and ancient descendants of Israel. The White Huns in 76 AD invaded northern India, initiating the Saka Calendar, this
being 400 years before the kin of the Huns, the Germans, took Rome. The history of early Rome involved the Rape of the Sabines in 749 BC, exactly 1224 years (half of 2448) before 476 AD, and at the precise midpoint of this 1224 year period was the year 137 BC (612 years before 476 AD) when the Celtiberians of Spain in Numantia defeated the Romans, the Celts of Iberia being direct descendants of Phoenician-Hebrew peoples. 476 AD was 700 years after the tribes of Cisalpine Gaul assembled and invaded Rome in 225 BC where at the Battle of Telamon 40,000 Celts were killed. The Fall of Rome was 864 years after 389 BC when the Gauls occupied Rome after having sacked the city. The people of Italy had early on taken in the blood of Esau through Zepho, and when the assimilation of an Edomite population that migrated to Italy. Rome's anti-Israelite, anti-Jewish and anti-Christian history is a reflection of the anti-Jacob personality of Esau, Rome invested with the spirit of Esau from the founding of Rome in 753 BC all the way through its fall in 476 AD and beyond through the building and rise of the Roman Catholic Church even to modern times in the 21st century. The Fall of Rome was exactly a Great Year, 600 years after Judea defeated Idumea (Edom) and forced the Edomites to convert to Judaism, an event known in biblical prophecy as the marrying of Edom. Jerusalem's problems with the Romans only occurred after Judea took in their enemies, the Edomites.

The Great Pyramid was finished in 1080 Annus Mundi (2815 BC), the sum of 1080 being Israel's calendrical seal and number of Sethite inheritance. The Fall of Rome in 476 AD was the 1080th year of Daniel's prophecy of the Four Empires, the 1080 years beginning in 605 BC when King Nabopolassar of the Chaldean Dynasty of Babylon died and was succeeded by his son, the famous Nebuchadnezzar II. Nebuchadnezzar dreams of the Four Empire statue of gold, silver, brass and iron, or Babylon, Persia/Media, Macedon/Greece and Rome. In that year of 605 BC the Israelites on the Assyrian frontier were freed and they founded a state and city called Arya, the origin of the term Aryan. This was exactly 540 years (half of 1080) to the year 65 BC when the Romans under Pompey defeated Tigranes of Armenia and the Romans acquired as territories, Mesopotamia, Syria and Phoenicia, all of Judea falling under Rome. Judea would be formerly annexed in 63 BC. Counting 540 years after 65 BC was the year 476 AD when the distant kin of Judea, the descendants of the ancient Israelites now called Germans (Yer-manni), conquered the Iron Empire. In the prophecy of Daniel the empire of Rome ended with ten toes of iron mixed with miry clay, meaning, ten kingdoms having Roman culture but different blood. The Fall of Rome was by the Romanized Germans of the Ten Kingdoms of Europe in 476 AD.

The ten toes are an extension of the culture of Rome through ten distinct sovereign peoples. We now defer to the erudition of Joseph S. Van Dyke who in 1871 AD wrote, "Nor are the prophecies mere isolated predictions of disconnected events...the portraiture of the future given by the prophets, is like the vivid description of a landscape viewed from a commanding eminence." (3) Van Dyke published the opinion that the researchers even in his day believed that Daniel's prophecy concerned Ten Kingdoms that would arise out of the ashes of the Roman Empire, and that these ten kingdoms according to Daniel's prediction, "...shall not cleave one to another..." Meaning, that the Ten Kingdoms will never become one consolidated empire in Europe, as history has clearly demonstrated. Never has all of Europe been ruled under one empire. (4)

The historian and philosopher Niccolo Machiavelli wrote that the Ten Kingdoms after the Fall of Rome were Lombards (Long Beards), the Franks (Gauls), Burgundians, Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Vandals, Heruli, Suevi, the Saxons and the Huns. Amazingly, Machiavelli left no hint in his books The Art of War, the Prince or The Discourses that he was aware of the prophecy of Daniel and its connection to these Ten Kingdoms or to the historical fact that these same ten peoples were descended from the ancient Israelites. The ten kingdoms in Europe would later provide progeny that 1300 years later would found the prophesied Empire of Ephraim, the United States of America in 1776 AD, Empire of Adoption, founded by 13 Colonies in North America where the archaic 13 Clans of the Mayan originated. These 13 Colonies mirror the 13 Tribes of Israel, the 12 Tribes plus Joseph (Manasseh and Ephraim who were adopted in Egypt). The United States of America fulfills many prophecies that will be reviewed under 1776 AD.
During this time the Saxons of Germany continued to raid Britain and invade in fleets. The Anglo-Saxon scholar Bede wrote that by this time there were seven Saxon kings over Britain, and that Britain had now been ruled by two Saxons, a Jute and four Angles. The new culture was called the Engaish, after the Angles. The Saxons invaded the west, leaving the continent to sail west to Britain and settle the new lands as conquerors.

Concerning the tribe of Joseph, called Ephraim and Manesseh which was also a designation for prophetic Israel as a collection of all the tribes, we read in Deuteronomy- "His horns are like the horns of unicorns; with them he shall push the people together to the ends of the earth; and they are the ten thousands of Ephraims, and they are the thousands of Manesseh." (Deut. 33:16-17) The Gauls (Celts), Visigoths, then Ostrogoths, the Vandals, the Cimbri, Teutones, all these peoples travelled westward from Asia into the Roman world, and lastly the Huns, who pushed these peoples further west. This prophecy relates that the progeny of Ephraim would be more populous than Manesseh and the peoples descended from both will continually migrate and move until they are settled at the ends of the earth, the far west. Genesis reads that because Joseph was separated from his brothers, he would receive the greatest blessings of the earth- "by the Almighty, who shall bless thee with blessings of heaven above, blessings of the deep that lieth under, blessings of the breasts, and of the womb; the blessings of thy father have prevailed above the blessings of my progenitors unto the utmost bound of the everlasting hills; they shall be on the head of Joseph." (Genesis 49:25-26). (Deut. 33:13-16) The prophet Samuel wrote-"Moreover I will appoint a place for my people Israel, and will plant them, that they may dwell in a place of their own." (2 Sam. 7:10) Isaiah wrote- "For the Lord will have mercy on Jacob, and will yet choose Israel, and set them in their own land; and the strangers shall be joined to them, and they shall cleave to the house of Jacob." (Isa. 14:1) "Behold, thou shalt call a nation that thou knowest not, and the nations that knew not thee shall run unto thee because of the Lord thy God, and for the Holy One of Israel." (Isa. 55:5) "In an acceptable time I have heard thee...and I will preserve thee, and give thee a covenant of the people, to establish the earth, to cause to inherit the desolate heritages." (Isa. 49:8-9).

These prophecies reveal that the kingdoms that would arise out of Israel would be at the edge of the Earth, which at that time was the far west, Europe, a landmass named after a Phoenician princess. These lands would be desolate when Israel came to occupy them and separated from the other families of men, but Manesseh and Ephraim would be further separated from the other Israelite-descended families even more. This was Britain, Irelands, Wales and Scotland which were prophetically identified as Manesseh. But Ephraim's destiny was even greater. Ephraim would be in the far west, in a land of blessings, more populated than Manesseh and further separated from all other Israelite peoples. Ephraim would become the land of North America.

The Fall of Rome in 476 AD was a pivotal period in human history that totally altered the course of events. The collapse of Roman government and civilization was a double-edged sword that gave rise to the greatest enemy of the western world...the Papacy. The weakening of Roman civil power actually strengthened the position of the Roman religious authority, the Pope actually acquiring the powers of a king, and later an Emperor over the kings of Europe. The emergence of this threat to freedom of thought and expression was not ignored in biblical prophecy. In Daniel's prophecy the Ten Kingdoms after the Fall of the Iron Empire (Rome) we learn of the appearance of the world stage of a king of a different kind:

And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: and another shall arise after them; and he shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings. And he shall speak great words against the Most High, and shall wear out the saints of the Most High, and think to change times and laws; and they shall be given into his hand, until a time and times and the dividing of a time.

Daniel 7:23-26
This king is different because he represents a religious kingdom that will oppress the civil kingdoms of the Ten Kings. Three kings will fall to him, known as the Papal States, and for 1260 years he will oppress the nations of Europe. He will claim to be the Vicar of Christ, to be Infallible, to be able to forgive sin, to have authority to dole out indulgences to the people, to be the Word of God. The Papacy, as will be seen in the history of Europe in Chronicon II, will be the greatest enemy the European powers have ever known, a fact little known today because of the heroic efforts of the Roman Catholic Church in destroying the evidences of its criminal past.

With Chronicon I complete, chronicling the histories between 5239 BC and 476 AD, the history of the world bears out several remarkable facts that are here listed in this Conclusion.

**Conclusion**


> the unfolding of major events in history is interconnected within a matrix of timelines moored together within the Golden Proportion;

> our solar system was once a binary system with two luminaries, both having orbiting planets. One star collapsed into a Dark Star and the history of Earth's ages is one of disasters caused by the debris from fragmented worlds coming into contact with our planet;

> Earth's present position in orbit around the sun between the orbital belts of Venus and Mars was not Earth's original position nor orbit;

> the human race was not the first sentient lifeforms on Earth, homo sapiens sapiens bio-engineered by beings known to the ancients as Anunnaki who were subservient to an unknown Creator;

> visitors from another world came to earth and aided mankind's early development, visiting at least once; known anciantly as Anunnaki;

> a definitive 6000 year period was known to the ancients, a timeline when the Chief Cornerstone (Savior) would destroy mankind's creators and oppressors, the Anunnaki in 2106 AD;

> planet Phoenix orbits every 138 years perpendicular to the ecliptic and was known to the ancients who feared its appearance and attendant global cataclysm. Phoenix will return in May of 2040 AD and is the subject of When the Sun Darkens and Nostradamus and the Planets of Apocalypse;

> planet NIBIRU of the Anunnaki orbits every 792 years perpendicular to the ecliptic, feared by the ancients like Phoenix and for same reasons. NIBIRU will return in June-July of 2046 AD to push Earth off its present orbital path, changing the length of the day and year, the subject of Anunnaki Homeworld and Nostradamus and the planets of Apocalypse;
the Dark Satillite, a former metallic and rocky moon of NIBIRU, will return in 2052 AD in its fixed 395 year orbit and bring the Seven Kings of the Anunnaki to our planet. This is the subject of *Descent of the Seven Kings*;

the Apocalypse, or prophecies of the End of the World, were known throughout the ancient world in the most distant past and have survived despite the many cultural modifications;

the Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt represents on Earth the presence of the Chief Cornerstone the Builders (Anunnaki) rejected in their designs, the unseen and Most High God, a Deity that will deliver mankind from their oppressive and deceitful masters;

the importance of the Old Testament annals and prophecies concerning Israel are all the more comprehensible when taking into consideration the histories of Phoenicia, Syria, Asia Minor, Greece, northern Africa, the Central and northern regions of Asia and all of Europe all the way to the British Isles and the Americas. The identity of the descendants of the western Semitic people known as Israelis has been traced directly to all those peoples now occupying or had founded the European and North American nations;

the narratives of the Old Testament records concerning the strife between Jacob (Israel) and his brother Esau was prophetic and remains to this days experienced worldwide on both religious and racial levels.

*Chronicon II* covers the year 477 AD to 2106 AD and will demonstrate that the descendants of Israel are the victims of an international, premeditated race war specifically designed to keep them from discovering who they are. By 476 AD the Israelite-descended nations had already lost sight of their pedigree, but the prophets foretold that in the Last Days the Israelites would wake up and realize that they are the blood-descendants of tribes of ancient Israel.
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